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''Clean'' Books 

THE Editors of this Review are 
constantly urged by letter and 
otherwise to join what is d e 
scribed as a nation-wide drive for 

"clean books" and "clean plays." They are 
frequently criticized for giving space to 
books which the plaintiffs say are not 
"clean," and as frequently bedeviled for 
refusing to agree that there is only one 
right and only one wrong in the con
troversy. 

"Clean" and "dirty" in American crit
icism always refer to sex. A "clean" book, 
it seems, can be morally unsound if only 
it keeps off the theme of sex. We would 
therefore urge those who ask for cleaner 
books to consider very carefully just what 
they want of sex in l i terature before they 
begin to attack. Precisely what reform do 
they wish to bring about? Do they p ro 
pose to re turn to Victorian reticence; to 
replace the barrier through which no 
writer in English before our time could 
pass freely into fields where every aspect 
of a rounded life could be discussed with 
the freedom required for art? If so, their 
time is wasted and their opposition is fu
tile, if not positively menacing. Realism, 
which in common with all of us they 
praise in business, in politics, and even in 
the churches, was bound and hampered 
in l i terature until the taboos on sex topics 
were broken down. To restrict frankness 
in fiction is to stifle the imagination of a 
period which science has made willing to 
face facts. 

If, on the other hand, it is not free 
speaking but the character of the speaker 
and his speech to which they object, then 
they have a case, but they must realize 
more clearly than at present just what it 
is that makes so many modern books ob
jectionable to r ight-minded people. It is 
not frankness; it is a phase of democracy 
that is responsible for the vulgar and p r u 
rient writing that gives a bad distinction 
to so many cheap magazines and current 
novels of night life in great cities. The 
problems and incidents of sex must be 
fitted delicately into words. Unless nicely 
balanced by a civilized imagination they 
slide into priggishness or mawkishness 
on one side, or into vulgarity, lascivious-
ness, or the merely disgusting on the 
other. The humorous, the witty, the t en 
der, and the sensual are as hard to hold 
as the beautiful and the t rue . And this 
delicacy is more than technique, it is a 
product of experience, for it is well known 
how difficult it is in life to hold sex h a p -

{Continued on page 308) 

A Great Executive 
CROWDED YEARS. By WILLIAM GIBES 

MCADOO, in collaboration with W. E. 
WOODWARD. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Co. 1931. $5. 
Reviewed by HON. JOSEPHUS DANIELS 

NO man writes an autobiography 
unless he has done something 
that he or his friends think is 
worthy to be preserved in per 

manent record. The personal pronoun is 
inseparable from the life story. If there is 
no " I" the book ought not to be writ ten. 
To be sure some writers have referred to 
themselves by name, but such memoirs 
were as personal as if the personal p ro 
noun had been used. It is probably better 
to say; "I did this" or "I advised that" than 
to camouflage the personal story with a 
veneer of simulated modesty. Mr. McAdoo 
held a place of power—in fact several 
places—in the era of the greatest money 
i-aising and money spending by the Gov
ernment in its history. He had to do both 
with the raising of thirty odd billion dol
lars and with their spending, and he had 
leadership in every fiscal policy of the 
government from 1913 until after the Ar 
mistice. Wider power was conferred upon 
him than upon any or all of his predeces
sors. To say that he used it all without 
mistakes would be to say that he was the 
superman of who:., so much 1.̂  written and 
so little seen. His enemies (and like all 
strong men, he had them) were free to 
point them out and condemn them. His 
friends sometimes feared there would 
come a break in his health, which was in 
deed temporarily impaired by taxing h im
self with more duties than any man ought 
to under take. 

McAdoo had a flair for work and a soar-
[ ing ambition which forbade him to place 
i any limit on his readiness to assume r e 

sponsibility. As a boy selling newspapers 
i in Georgia he showed the spirit of achieve-
I ment which shone in him when he held 
I four big jobs in Washington. As a young 

lawyer and politician in Tennessee he let 
no obstacle stand in his way. He always 
was attracted by big jobs, calling for im
agination and strenuous effort and faith 
that could remove mountains. His concep
tion of the plan to electrify street cars in 
Knoxville was a burning obsession until 
he put an end to the cars going through 
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Swan Song 
By BEN LAPIDUS 

B
REED of the pioneer 

and the immigrant, 
beating portentous 
feet on the pavement, 

dying in foundries 
underneath offices 
all broken-hear ted 
dare I go back to them? 

Once having left them, 
flown over oceans 
bearing my black swan 
hatred within me, 
dare I go back to them 
underneath offices 
strutt ing unwinged? 

They will not know me. 
They will remember 
(blood of my blood 
dying in foundries) 
only portentous 
feet on the pavement 
heard by their grandchildren. 

Science and Mathematics 
By J. B. S. HALDANE 

IN this age of applied science it is 
gradually beginning to be realized 
that, if civilization is to continue, 
scientific thought must be applied 

to men as well as to nature . Hence the 
public is beginning to try to understand 
how scientific workers approach a p rob
lem. And here they are at once con
fronted with the curious, but as we shall 
see, quite intelligible inarticulateness of 
most scientific workers . In England the 
most widely read wri ters on science are 
Russell, Eddington, and Jeans. It is not 
a mere coincidence that all three are 
first-rate mathematicians, that is to say 
experts in the use of symbols. Russell 
and Jeans, so far as I know, have never 
published the result of a single observa
tion of nature , much less of an exper i 
ment. Eddington is a great observer, but 
not a great experimenter. Hence although 
the three differ on fundamental problems, 
from the existence of God downwards, 
their scientific experience is almost 
wholly confined to the ar t of organizing 
known facts, ra ther than of eliciting new 
facts from nature . Hence their account of 
the scientific outlook is inevitably differ
ent from that of the laboratory worker . 

This difference appears as early as the 
introduction to Russell's new book. 
While he realizes that science is both 
knowledge and technique, he states that 
the technique, though practically impor
tant, has little intrinsic value. Now as a 
physiologist I note that I need as large an 
area of brain to control my hands as my 
vocal organs. And as a scientific worker 
I note that some of my colleagues appear 
to do most of their thinking with their 
hands, and are extremely inexpert in the 
use of words. One Fellow of the Royal 
Society, I am told, did not even learn to 
talk till he was ten years old. He is still a 
bad talker, but he designs and makes 
apparatus that can solve problems which 
have appeared insoluble to better talkers 
and mathematicians. 

So I suspect that Russell, in spite of an 
att i tude far more sympathetic to science 
than that of most mathematicians, let 
alone philosophers, has only grasped so 
much of the scientific outlook as is e x 
pressed in words or symbols, ra ther than 
actions. This appears in his first chapter, 
where he describes, as examples of scien
tific method, the work of Galileo, Newton, 
Darwin, and Pavlov. We are told that 
Galileo made a telescope. But we get no 
indication of the fact that this was an 
immense technical achievement. One 
cannot read Galileo's dialogues without 
feeling that he thought like an engineer 
ra ther than a mathematician. 

In the case of Newton there is no hint 
that besides inventing the calculus and 
the law of gravitation, he actually exper i 
mented on optics, which he advanced as 
much as anyone before or since. So with 
Darwin. We read that he traveled, ob
served, and reflected, bu t not that his 
experiments on plant-breeding, besides 
being highly ingenious, were extremely 
accurate. 

It is fairly clear that Russell regards 
the skilful manipulation of symbols as an 
activity altogether more respectable than 
that of material objects, though he never 

* THE SCIENTIFIC OUTLOOK. By BER-
TRAND RUSSELL. New York: W. W. Nor
ton. 1931. $3. 

states this belief explicitly. This eminent
ly academic view permeates his whole 
thought. Galileo's arguments purport ing 
to prove that the earth 's movement was 
conformable to Holy Writ were probably 
no better than those of the inquisitors 
who held the contrary view, bu t his te le 
scope was better than their eyes. 

Russell's knowledge of biology is also 
not on a level wi th his knowledge of 
physics. Indeed he makes a few demon
strably false statements about biology. 
And it is going too far to say, as he does, 
that biologists regard natural selection as 
inadequate to account for evolution. 
Some biologists hold this view. Others 
(including myself) are ra ther more D a r 
winian than Darwin. Nor (I hope) is it 
t rue that mathematics are inapplicable 
to the problem of evolution, as I happen 
to have published a mathematical theory 
of natural selection in eight instalments, 
and there are more to come. For the same 
reason, he says very little about statistical 
methods, which have been developed, 
largely by biologists, to enable us to deal 
with cases where we cannot get informa
tion as complete as the physicist can 
sometimes obtain, and which offer one of 
the few hopes of introducing scientific 
methods into politics. 

I feel that Russell's preoccupation with 
mathematical physics is largely respon
sible for the pessimism which he a t t r ib 
utes to scientists. "While science as the 
pursui t of power becomes increasingly 
t r iumphant ," he writes, "science as t he 
pursui t of t ru th is being killed by a scep
ticism which the skill of the men of sci
ence has generated." As a director of r e 
search in two la'ooratories I find no signs 
of this scepticism among the workers 
there , nor do I find it among my col
leagues who are researching in exper i 
mental physics. They mostly hold that if 
Eddington or Russell really believe that 
the universe is expanding or has no co
herence or order, this merely shows that 
symbols can be as intoxicating to m a t h e 
maticians as are ordinary words to pol i 
ticians. 

In spite of these limitations in his ou t -
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look, Russell is much more sympathetic 
with the scientific standpoint than most 
other popular wri ters on similar topics; 
and just for this reason, the last, and in 
many ways the most interesting par t of 
his book, which deals with the scientific 
society, appears plausible to a scientific 
worker. Russell foresees the application 
of scientific technique to social problems, 
and the result is not an ideal society, 
even if it be somewhat more desirable 
than our own. He believes that, after an 
other European war, the United States 
will probably take over the organization 
of the ruins; and that the resulting 
world-government by millionaires will 
probably be replaced by a government of 
experts. It would be interesting to know 
how far the current economic collapse in 
the United States and the apparent suc 
cess of the Russian five-year plan would 
induce him to modify this view were he 
writing today. In any case, communism is 
rapidly becoming a matter of government 
by technicians, which accounts for its 
success. 

In the scientific state there will be no 
war or real poverty, and a minimum of 
disease. The working class will be edu
cated to be docile, industrious, punctual , 
thoughtless, and contented. They will 
probably largely be sterilized, so as to 
allow them unlimited frivolous love af
fairs. The ruling class will continually 
provide them with new amusements, and 
devise new methods of propaganda to in 
crease their reverence for their governors. 

These latter, selected by psychological 
tests in early childhood, and especially 
treated to secure the maximum of ability, 
will be trained in intelligence, self-com
mand, and leadership. But they will com
bine these with a fanatical loyalty to 
their class and its ideals, and a contempt 
for other human values. Individual love 
will be regarded as antisocial, and likely 
to lead to complexes. Science will g radu
ally become more technical and more 
cruel, and the social order will slowly 
develop instability as other tyrannies 
have done in the past. The detail of such 
a social system, and the fate of an u n 
scientific intellectual in it, are described 
in a novel called "Man's World," wri t ten 
by my wife in 1926. Russell agrees with 
her forecast in most respects. 

Such a prophecy is natural enough in 
view of the author 's bias already noted. 
"It is only in so far as we renounce the 
world as its lovers that we can conquer 
it as its technicians," he writes. "But this 
division in the soul is fatal to what is best 
in man." My own experience as a biologist 
is exactly to the contrary. Until I took to 
scientific p lant-breeding I did not appre
ciate the beauty of flowers. If I find out 
how to produce a certain change in the 
composition of my blood I want to know 
what it feels like, to appreciate it as a fact 
of life as well as a fact of chemistry. Thus 
I regard it as interesting that, after t ak 
ing the largest quant i ty of calcium chlor
ide on record, I dreamt that Edward Lear 
had wri t ten and illustrated a life of Christ. 
I t was a strange book, but not essentially 
irreverent . Unfortunately the only detail 
of it which remains clearly in my memory 
is Pontius Pilate's moustache. 

As science permeates psychology I look 
for such a heightening of human self-
consciousness as would wreck the com
placency of Russell's ruling class. His 
scientific state is a state of engineers 
ra ther than of biologists. It is perfectly 
possible that his forecast is correct. But 
if so, it will be because biology developed 
too late to take its rightful place beside 
physics. 

Like all Russell's books, including 
"Principia Mathematica," this is exceed
ingly witty. Wit consists in the u n e x 
pected but appropriate juxtaposition of 
ideas, and it was just the capacity for 
such a juxtaposition which made him a 
great mathematician. Thus we read of 
physicists: "Only mathematics and m a 
thematical logic can say as little as the 
physicist means to say," and of psycho
analysts: "I suppose that , for practical 
purposes, 'phantasy' is what the pat ient 
believes, and 'reality' wha t the analyst 
believes." But perhaps the wittiest thing 
in the book is the examination of the theo
logical deductions of Eddington and 
Jeans. Eddington regards it as probable 

that physical laws do not hold for certain 
atomic events, and thinks that mind may 
act on the physical world by taking ad
vantage of this fact. Jeans, on the other 
hand, is so impressed by the reign of p r e 
cise mathematical laws in the universe 
that he postulates a mathematical creator. 
It would thus seem that in so far as Ed
dington is right, Jeans's creator has 
scamped his work. But in so far as the 
universe aitains a mathematical perfec
tion worthy of that hypothetical being, it 
leaves no place for free will, and the a p 
parent influence of our minds on it is an 
illusion. Russell contrives to knock the 
heads of his distinguished colleagues to 
gether with a resounding crack, but I do 
not feel that he is justified in writing that 
"the bulk of eminent physicists" have 
made pronouncements that materialism 
is disproved and religion reestablished. 
I do not recall any such statements by 
Barkla, Bragg, Richardson, Rutherford, or 
Thompson, to mention five Nobel pr ize
men in physics. The bulk of eminent p h y 
sicists confine their attention to physics 
and do not enter into theological con
troversy on either side. 

This book will be widely read and de 
serves to be. But its readers will do well 
to remember that its author is an intense
ly individual human being, endowed with 
ra ther strong emotions which inevitably 
influence his thought except when he is 
thinking according to certain definite 
rules. Now there is a technique for th ink
ing scientifically about matter, but as yet 
none for thinking scientifically about sci
ence, except perhaps in the writing of the 
Russian ai.ithors who are investigating the 
influence of economic conditions on scien
tific output. Every scientific worker will 
be interested to learn what is Russell's 
outlook on science, and will benefit by 
seeing himself as another sees him, when 
that other has the originalitv and intel
lectual courage of a Russell. But even 
Russell is not a passionless th inking-
machine; the subject mat ter of the book 
is science, but the outlook is Russell. 

J . B. S. Haldane, one oi the most bril
liant of contemporary British scientists, 
is reader in hiochemistry in Cambridge 
University and head of the Genetical De
partment of the John Innes Horticultural 
Institution. He is a frequent contribtitor 
to scientific journals and the aidhor of 
several books, amonq which are "Dcvda-
lus," "Possible Worlds," and "Science and 
Ethics." 

A Country Still Loved 
THE CAROLINA LOW-COUNTRY. By 

AUGUSTINE T . SMYTHE, HERBERT RAVENEL 

SASS, ALFRED HUGER, BEATRICE RAVENEL, 

THOMAS R . WARING, ARCHIBALD R U T -

LEDGE, JOSEPHINE PINCKNEY, CAROLINA 

PINCKNEY RUTLEDGE, D U BOSE HEYWARD, 

KATHARINE C . HUTSON, ROBERT W . GOR

DON. New York: The Macmillan Co. 
1931. $5. 

Reviewed by HENRY SEIDEL CANBY 

T
HERE are many attr ibutes of the 
famous low-country of the Caro-
linas which make it worthy of cel
ebration in a book which (like 

this one) is more penetrating and imagin

ative than travel books or manuals . It is 
a country of low tones, of purple lights on 
marsh grass and pine forest, of great 
domes of live oaks softened by t rends of 
lilac moss, of sea islands fed by mist, and 
high-arched plantation houses, rosy in 
the sunlight. It is a spacious country, once 
the seat of an aristocratic society, happier 
and more truly successful than anything 
we can show as the result of wage slavery. 
It is a country made, bu t not spoiled, by 
man, with for its capital a rose and violet 
city sealed between two rivers and look
ing out to sea, like a Platonic ideal of New 
York. And most noteworthy of all, this 
land of meandering creeks, dim swamps, 
bright rice marshes, and sun-shot pine 
woods always has been and still is one of 
the few regions in the United States loved 
by its inhabitants with such a devotion 
as one often finds in England, sometimes 
in France, but nowhere else to the same 
degree East, West, North, or South in this 
republic. Pr ide and boasting, as in Cali
fornia, are different; confidence, as in the 
Middle West, is different; respect, as in 
New England, is different. Here, and pe r 
haps in Virginia, alone is the love of soil, 
love of place, which is so alien to modern 
American life. 

Of course, it is not love of scenery, a l 
though there is that in the low-country 
landscape which touches the imagination 
even of the alien. The scene has been h u 
manized by three centuries of spacious l iv
ing, by men of considerable genius c rop
ping freely from the soil, by the complete 
disaster of a ruinous war, and by a long 
tragedy of relinquishment. Even the 
Northerners who have bought the great 
plantations for hunting reserves, r e 
painted the gray cypress houses, and r e -
pointed the rosy brick walls, are captured 
as Ireland captured the Englishman, and 
share this last spell of a land which, like 
Ireland, will lose its charm if it learns the 
new meaning for success. The plantations 
are sterile, the old homes are rest houses 
for weary industrialists; only the low-
country and the negro, upon which its 
cul ture was built, remain almost u n 
changed. And of the negro the purest e x 
pression, the essential poetry, is to be 
found in his spiritual songs. 

This book was evidently first planned 
as a collection of low-country "spirituals" 
lovingly gathered by descendants of the 
plantation people, who heard them in 
childhood and now have refined them 
from music-hall corruption and given 
them as the best examples of the folklore 
in which (as Mr. Gordon says) America 
is unbelievably rich. "The Society for the 
Preservation of Spiri tuals" was formed 
for this purpose. Their chorus has sung 
now, and "patted," and "shouted" before 
many audiences who have sometimes 
been taught the inimitable qualities of 
t rue folk poetry, and have sometimes 
wondered why the tunes were less easy to 
remember than the black-face melodies 
they heard over the radio. And this is 
their book. But the spell of the low-coun
t ry was too strong upon them. They could 
not be content with spirituals and how to 
sing them, for the spiritual was the dark 
poetry of a land and a culture of which it 

was an emanation, meaningless withoul. 
them. The book grew backward. It ac
quired the admirable explanation of truo 
spirituals by Mr. Gordon with its analysis 
of their extraordinary rhythms. It en 
riched itself with the descriptive poetry 
of Beatrice Ravenel and Josephine Pinck
ney. It added, by way of introduction, the 
admirable study of the low-country negro 
by Du Bose Heyward, one of the best es -
says on the negro in his relations to th'B 
white in the time of slavery that I hav^ 
read. It was prefaced by an excellent sum
mary of the picturesque and significant 
history of Charleston, by T. R. Waring. It 
had given it for illustration Alice R. Huger 
Smith's water colors of the low-country, 
regional pictures that need no caption,;, 
and other pictures by the capable Charles
ton school. And then, enthusiasm o u t r u n 
ning the sense of proportion, other con
tr ibutors forgot their first purpose and 
added preliminary chapters of history and 
description of the low-country whicli, 
verbose, a little sentimental, and too high
ly charged with romance, have too much 
of that rhetoric which always tempts tfie 
celebrants of the old Southern culture ro 
wri te with more effusion than poir t . 
Reading backward, the spiritual, which is 
the raison d'etre of this book, begins to 
seem an excuse to set the white man tall :-
ing of the glories of the past. 

But the bravura and expansiveness of 
the opening chapters of this book no more 
than delay the reader 's perception of tlie 
excellent material it contains. It should be 
read skippingly with due regard for n u g 
gets of information and passages of good 
descriptive prose as far as the chapter on 
Charleston, then read with a care that will 
be rewarding. Thus the reader will come 
to the spirituals with the right IOAV-
country background, and with the proper 
at t i tude toward those strange Gull ah 
songs which, for all their dependerce 
upon hymn tunes and revivalist couplets, 
are like nothing else in English l i terature. 

I look down duh road, en duh road so 
lonesome, 

Lawd, I got tuh walk down dat lone
some road, 

En uh look down duh road, en duh 
road so lonesome, 

Lawd, I got tuh walk down dot lone -
some road. 

This is neither the book, nor am I the 
qualified critic, for a discussion of these 
spirituals as folk poetry. "The Carolina 
Low-Coun t ry" will introduce them in 
their proper setting to many who make 
no distinction between black-face m f m -
my songs and the essential poetry of a 
primitive race, and in spite of its some
thing too much of effusiveness will gii'e a 
just impression of a unique country, loved 
and wor th loving. But a reviewer must 
solicit another and simpler volume, d e 
voted more to blacks and less to w h tes, 
with more spirituals and less in t roduc
tion. The makings of a standard book, 
scholarly and yet not devoid of the charm 
inseparable from the low-country, are in 
this volume. I hope that its editing will be 
the next job of the Society for the P rese r 
vation of Spirituals. 

EUTAW P L A N T A T I O N , ST. JOHNS, BERKELEY 
From a drawing by ALBERT SIMONS for "Carolina Low Country." 

Students throughout the country will 
be interested to hear that annual awards 
of $12,000 are offered at the Universi'^y of 
Michigan for creative work in play, fic
tion, poetry, and essay writing. These 
prizes are to be given yearly from th-; in 
come of the estate of the late Avery H o p -
wood, Michigan alumnus, the author of 
"Seven Days," "The Best People," "The 
Alarm Clock," and other plays. 

Four major awards of $2,500 each are 
announced for 1931, while eight minor 
av/ards of $250 each are also to be g:iven. 
When it is recalled that the famous New-
digate Prize at Oxford University, held in 
the past by so many distinguished British 
authors, is for only a little over $100, and 
that the Pulitzer awards are for $1,000 
each, some idea of the financial value of 
the Hopwood Awards is made clear. 

Unlike many other similar awards the 
"Jules and Avery Hopwood Prizes" are 
very liberal in the type of work which 
may be submitted, since Mr. Hopwood's 
wishes were to encourage the new, the 
unusual and the radical. 
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